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We investigate the dispersion-related amplification induced by two counterpropagating waves in a nonlinear fiber
and demonstrate that this system can provide broadband (of the order of terahertz) and large (>105) amplification
even in the presence of absorption, with the pumping significantly below the threshold of instability.

A simple interaction of two counterpropagating waves
in a medium with a nonlinear refractive index can
result in numerous effects.1- 6 These effects in the
steady-state regime include hysteresis and optical bistability,1 light-induced nonreciprocity,2 nonlinear eigenpolarizations,3 4 multivalued solutions with both
hysteretic and isolated (nonhysteretic) solutions,3 and
possibility of chaotic spatial behavior.4 Temporal dynamics of counterpropagating nonlinear waves5 -7 is
even more fascinating and is of great significance to
lasers, optical gyroscopes, and various nonlinear-optical bistable devices.

Recently we showed 7 that regu-

lar linear dispersion in combination with nonlinear
processes in such a system can be a natural and universal agent for amplification of perturbations and for
temporal instability if the pumping is sufficiently
strong.
In this Letter we find that when the pumping intensity is below the critical intensity of instability, the
-amplificationcan still be large (>105) and has a large
bandwidth (of the order of terahertz) and that linear
absorption in existing fibers only slightly influences
the magnitude of amplification. Our results suggest
that a typical optical fiber under moderate pumping
can be used as an amplifier in the optical window near
the wavelength of 1.55 gim and that, therefore, the
proposed effect has potential for signal amplification
in long-distance optical fiber networks.
We consider the simplest spatially stable eigenpolarization2' 3 whereby the two waves are linearly polarized with their electrical fields parallel to each other.
The total complex electric field inside the third-order
nonlinear medium is expressed as E = [El(z, t)
exp(ikz) + E2 (z, t)exp(-ikz)]exp(-iwt)ex, whereEl(z,
t) and E2 (z, t) are the slowly varying envelopes of
forward (+z) and backward (-z) propagating waves.
The dynamics of these envelopes is governed by two
coupled nonlinear Schr6dinger equations,7
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n is the nonlinear parameter, n is the linear refractive
index at the frequency c, n2 is the nonlinear refractiveindex coefficient, vg is the linear group velocity, and a
is the linear absorption coefficient. The coefficient 2
in the right-hand side of Eq. (1) reflects light-induced
nonreciprocity.2
To investigate the dispersion-related amplification,
we consider a pump-probe configuration.7 It consists

of three inputs: two strong counterpropagating
pumping waves with incident wave amplitudes E10
and E20 with frequency c, and a weak signal wave
(E10A1,1) with a frequency of w + 6w. In addition to
the amplified (forward) output at the same normalized frequency co+ 6w,there are also three other weak
outputs. They are generated as a result of cross-phase
interaction: a backreflected phase-conjugate signal
(E 2 0 A 2 , 2 ) with a frequency co- 3w,and cross-coupled
forward (E10A 2,1) and backward (E2 0A1,2) waves with
frequencies of c - 3w and co+ 6co,respectively. 8

To analyze small-signal gain, we represent total forward and backward propagating waves as combinations of strong pumping waves with small amplitude
waves,

Ej = Ejo exp(ik1 )fexp[(-1)1 y(y +1 - j)]
+ A1 ,(Q)exp(-i6Qr)+ A2 ,i*(Q)exp(i6QT)J, i = 1, 2,
(2)

where 0j = f31Ijo+ 2I(3..)oexp[(-1)j(2 - j - t),y]111 exp[(-1)i-y(Q + 1 - j)])/-y, -y= a-L is the normalized
absorption coefficient, A,l and A2,j are normalized
amplitudes (lAkjl << 1), T = tvg/L is the normalized
time, 6Q= bwL/vgis the normalized detuning frequency, and t = zIL is the normalized distance of propagation. Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1) and linearizing
the latter equation with respect to small amplitudes
Akj, we obtain four linear propagation equations for
AkJ:

2 dt2

= -f(2I3 1j + Ij)Ej - ixEj/2,

2
dA, = i(-1)k+JAkj[pj - (_
1 )k(6Q + iy/2) + d6Q]

j = 1, 2,

(1)

where Ij = 1Ej12 is the intensity of the respective propagating wave, ,u = 02k/,W2 is the linear dispersion pa0146-9592/91/070461-03$5.00/0

+ piA 3-,i + 2P3j exp[(-1)i-y(Q
- 1/2)]
X (A 1 , 3 1 + A2,3-)11
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broadband (of the order of terahertz for pumping at

G1

40% and 60% Of Pcr)-

To gain further insight, it is instructive to have an
analytical approximation for the gain spectrum. For
small dispersion Idl << 1 (which is always valid for
typical situations), the gain G1 can be represented
approximately as
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D is the determinant
defining the threshold of instability7 ; D
1 if the
pumping p is sufficiently below the threshold of instability Pcr,which is true for most cases (D- 0 when p
Pcrat each particular detuning frequency 3Q). The
where x = [2Idpl
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Fig. 1. Amplification G, of the signal wave versus the nor-

malized frequency detuning MQfor a 1-km-long Ge-doped
silica fiber (see details in the text) for different normalized
absorption coefficients -y (or ae). Curve 1, IP/PcrI = 0.6 without absorption and -y = 0; curve 2, IP/PcrI = 0.4 without
absorption; curve 3, IP/Pcrl = 0.6 with y = 0.24 (a = 1 dB/
km); curve 4, Ip/pcrI = 0.4 with y = 0.24.

where pj = f3LIjoexpf(-1)jiy[(j - 1) - ] and d = MVg2I
(2L) is the normalized dispersion. Here pj's are the
normalized pumping intensities of the two beams
(note that pj's can have a negative sign depending on
the nonlinearity O). We consider here the simplest
case whereby both counterpropagating waves have

-

gain G1 at small detuning frequencies, 3Q << (3Q)o =

(8Ipdl)-1/2ln(1 + p), is due to the dispersionless fourwave mixing. However, beyond (69)oit is mostly due
to the dispersion-related process. In the latter case,
Gi

expj2bQ[2Idpj - (d3g) 2 ]1 /2

-y,/2

To show the variation of gain with normalized
pumping intensity g1Pand absorption, we plot the
maximum gain (Gi)maxversus pIPcrlfor different absorption coefficients y in Fig. 2. According to our
calculations, the reduction in (Gi)maxis negligible for
small absorption, and (Gl)maxincreases exponentially
with p as shown in Fig. 2. Since the separation between curves with different -y is small, the enlarged
inset in Fig. 2 shows individual curves for various y

equal incidenceintensities,Pj(Q= 0) = P2(Q= 1) = p.
Since the only situation of interest is that in which
over the total length of interaction L the pumping is
almost undepleted,

i.e., atL = y

<<1, one can use an

approximation of p1 P2 _ const. (mp), which is most
adequate when the pumping is significantly below the
threshold of instability Pcr (see below), p < Pcr
exp(--y).
The boundary conditions for the pump-probe configuration are Alj,( = 0) = C = const. and A 2,1 ( = 0) =
A1,2( = 1) = A2 ,2 (Q= 1) = 0. The numerical results
from solving Eq. (3) with these boundary conditions
are shown in Figs. 1-3. The intensity amplification G,
= IA
1,1(Q= 1)/A1, 1(Q = 0)12 versus the normalized de-

tuning frequency 3Q under various pumping and absorption conditions is plotted in Fig. 1 for a 1-km Ge-

doped silica-core fiber at the 1.55-,umwavelength region with group-velocity dispersion D(k) = 6.5 X 10-3
[note thatu = -D(k)/(kc 2 ) and the corresponding d =
'8.02 X 10-13], a refractive index of 1.44, and n 2 = 3.2 X
10-16 cm2 /W.9 One can see that the gain G1 with y =

0.24 (corresponding to a = 1 dB/km in terms of practical units) is slightly lower than that of the lossless case.
The nonlinear fiber example shown has high gain [as
much as 104 and 106 for pumping at 40% and 60% of the

normalized threshold intensity, respectively, for instability Pcr= 12.1 (=9.3 MW/cm 2 in real units)7 ] and is
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Fig. 2. Amplification (Gj)maxversus normalized pumping
intensity IP/PcrJfor the 1-km-long Ge-doped silica fiber in

Fig. 1. Inset: the enlargement around the origin shows
individual curves for various absorption coefficients y (or a).
Curve 1, y = 0 (a = 0); curve 2, y = 0.06 (a = 0.25 dB/km);
curve 3, -y= 0.12 (a = 0.5 dB/km); curve 4, -y= 0.18 (a = 0.75
dB/km); curve 5, y = 0.24 (a = 1 dB/km).
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which G1 , 1. For the lossless case, the analytical
solution for (60)cr can be readily obtained using Eq. (4)

4amplcr

with the condition G1 = 1,

0'6

(60)

(09)cr =
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1ilpI + ('p! 2 +

1
7r 2 )1/2 ]/dl} 1/2,

(7)

i.e., for small pumping, IpI <<«r,there is a nonvanishing

0.04

limit for cutoff frequency (60)cf- (7r/ldl)1/2(see Fig.
3). In alosslessfiber, (6Q)cris the bandwidth of amplification (5Q),, defined as the frequency span at which
G1 > 1. When the linear absorption is included, G1 at
3Q - 0 may decrease to below unity, and the band-
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Fig. 3. Threshold of amplification (Pamp)cr versus the normalized absorption coefficient y for the 1-km-long Gedoped silica fiber in Fig. 1 with different absorption coeffi-

cients -y. Inset: normalized bandwidth of amplification
(M) versus normalized pumping intensity Ip/pcrI. Curves
coefficients y as in

1-5 correspond to the same absorption
Fig. 2.

IpIis

reduced to (Pamp)cr. This situation is illustrated in the
inset of Fig. 3, where (50). versus IP/Pcr! is plotted. As
long as the pumping intensity IpIsignificantly exceeds
the threshold of amplification (Pamp)crfor a fixed absorption, (60). is almost the same as (69)cr for the
lossless situation.
In conclusion, we have shown that linear frequency
dispersion together with the third-order nonlinearity
can provide large, broadband amplification in an optical fiber pumped by counterpropagating waves. This
scheme may provide a promising method of optical
amplification in low-loss fibers.
This research is supported by the U.S. Air Force
Office of Scientific Research. The numerical results
were obtained with the Cray-YMP at the Pittsburgh
Supercomputing Center.
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